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· The purpose of this thesis was . to test . t~e val~~y. of 
.con'cept~aJ._Y.ing • . situa~io~ai frequency as · an encodJd ver~us deriVed · 
attribute of memory by 'using the release from proactive inhibi:t'ion 
• . ' . j . - . .. . . . 
(PI) · technique • . Different wO"rds were. presented 1, 2,. 4 'or 6 times 




in a: presentation lip"t, folloVg w~ich ~ords of jre~~en~i.~s. 1. (low) 
· and. 6·· (high) were. formed into' . tri-B.ds. for presentation · in the. release, 
. . . '. . . . . . ' . . ·. . ·•. ' . - .. . \ . 
. . . \ , ;d . I , 
from PI paradigm. ~e results of the experiment showed-that a shift 
. . , .q, ' · . I . . . . ' 
."from high to lol{ y from low to h1gh . fr~quency ·between the thi,.r.d and· 
· · . fourth triads ~.foduced a ·S'ig_nificapt_ release from PI. 0~. -~· subsequent. 
. . . : : . . ~ 
-; . ~requenc~dgement t~sk_, ..... subjects'' judgeme~ts acc_ura.t.ely reflected · 
. . 
. ' · 
presented· frequency. ~he results i~dicate that situa.tio~al ,.frequency ·· 
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. . INTRO~UCTION · 
. . 
. . . 
. . ~e ~storage, ·,of )nf_?rmat~on about the .frequency of .occurrence . 
... . . 
' . 
of words has been sh?Wr1' 'fto· be .~ sali~ht ·char~cteristic .of memory. 
... 
. , 
. ·appli~s . both to b'ackground'; or ·.linguistic·, f'reque.ncy as· represented by 
. . . . ' . . . 
·. \. .. 
word :c9unts (e.g .• Th~rndike & .Lorge·, 1944) ~·d ·sit1:1ational · rreq~en~y, 
... . - ' . . . . . . . ' . 
. i.e~ .the number of. tim~s a. ·.word occur's in' a specif'ic si'fiuationa.l 
·· \ c~fitext~ . 
· ' . . estimates 
' ~nderwood (196gb). ~nd· Sh~piro {i9€?9) use·d subjecti~e 
9f relat~v.e ~or·d .frequency and showed'·tha:t. ~ubjects '<ss) . .. 
h~;~.ve a: valid knowi~dge· or'· the 4ifferentia1 bac,kground .. frequency of'· ·' 
. .. 
. . · words·-;·· .Other investigators. (e.g~ ·,· Hintzman, 1969, )..970; Howell, 1970.; 
. . . ..... . . . 
Underwood & FreUnd,.· 1970; Und':rwood; Zii)Uilerman & l<'reund ' · .1971) have 
: . ' ~ . . . . . 
f\Sked Ss to·· judge how ·often words occurred in a pr.esertted list and · 
. . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . : . . ' . 
·~oun'd · that ~hei:r a:verage ·~udgeinents · refl~cte~ t~e actua_1 '(req\~ncy of 
. "' . . . . ' . ' . ' . ' \ . 
... , presentai;;iori~ . Expe~ts using a ' contjf~ou~ : judg~mertt ~aradi~. 
. ·: (Begg & Rowe, l972;~egg,"197~), where Ss give a judgeme~t for ·each .:./ · 
-~ .. ~ ~ 
. . ' word · a~.: it' occurs in the .list' have s~own a very close correspondence :· 
.' . ' ' . ) 
.. . 
· between presented and,judg~a · frequency. 
. . _, . 
At pr.~~en.t,-•there are two genc;?ral alte'rna.tives concerning how · -
... 
. : f'r~.que~cy of 'occurrer;tce is . r epresented in. memory. The encoded 
. .. . .. . 
. attribute view 'says that ' frequency of' occurr:encr is enc~~gd d,iz:ectly , . 
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0 ' ~ 
i tern in· lo~g-terin: m~.rnory. Each time. the i tern ·is . re,Peated, th~ :r)eque~ci . 
attri but~ . ~pdates · to a new .. value. The other hypothesis views t're.quency 
: . ' ' ' 
.as a derived_ attribute,· whj.ch is' inferred 'from the general mem9ry 
. ·..._ ' .· •· 'J . 
' 
.representatiot1 of the wo_ r .d at -the time a :f-requency judgement is:·.· 
I ' I 
required. ·By·. this ,-vie'f, frequency inform.ation is. n~t r~pr~sented\ J _ .. ...,_ . . 0 ' ' 0 
•dlrectly in memory and thus is only realized · if .. a . judgement ls .. made • 
. . ' . . ' . 
The purpose of this thesis is~ determine whether the 
• • • -. ,J 
representa~ion of situational -frequency is mo're run~nable to an !encoded 
• · or derived attribttt_e explanation. _ ·Spe_cif'ically, it is asked i:f 
frequency of occutrence . exists as an independent attribute of memory 
' : 0 0 ' 0 0 ' " 
. -~hen s_uch i'n:fo~a~ion is_ not requi.r·e~ by the· exp;~imerrtal ta~k.~ )~1 is . 
• ' • 0 • ' \ ' j ' ' 
, ip1pl~e~ by ~he encoded attrib~te, but not by the de~-~ved attr~~~~\~·' J 
· " . • . _ . . \ . . . II,, , · 
v~ew. The existence of s'ituat.ional frequenGy as · an .1encoded ~~ ~f..ibute · 
> witS _Ve~~ed us:{n_d re_lease from proactive inhibition (PI') as ~;Micrit~iOn 
meas~ (Wickene: 1972 )·. 'rhis paradil'lll h!C's received ~iotensive usage as 
0' 
' .. an effective means of'~ isolating encoded e.tyibutes in memc;>ry • . The 
\ . 
' r:j~.~-nder 'of the introduction wili diSCUSS Selle other current . 
~I • , ' , • ' ' 
hypotheses o:r f'requency representation .and the~r relation to the 
, ' . ' _. I · I , · 
( ' 
encoded versus derived attribute positions. Follo-w-ing this~ some (. 
relevant ·backg:to\111d. to tbe release from ·pr paradigm will also be ' ' 
presented. .· ' 41 
.., ;;v 
~ / : •, 
... (· : .. 
.v! 
' ' Memory :for word frequency 
,' 0 
, '' ( 
Hintzma.h anr,l Block (1971} o:f~ered two·· hypotheses· for freque1:1oy . 














:'. •1 '· 
,. 
. .. 
Jf' ·.' .. · . . 
....... 
' .I . 
. . thp.t ~epeti ti'on· 'of an · event increases the strength of a. .single memory 
<I 
tr·ace; . and that ~ny frequency i~dicntor, such as · d.iscriminati¢n· or · 
' 
e .stimation; · is n m'\tter of rending out· the curren~ strength value of 
- , , , 
(~li~ the trace. By contrast, the, multiple-trace hypothesis states thnt 
' ; ·~ '\' . . ~.{;) the effec.t of repetiti-on .is to increase the nwnber of different memory 
. ( 
/.t~aces . of an·. even~: which are _then differ:entinted :by t-e~pornl 
. info~m~i?J?. or ."t1me:.:.ta.gs"·. Frequency estimation from n multiple-trace 
' 
:hypothesis consists .of \wunting the numb~r of t·rac~s or t ·ime-tags set \ . 
up by e!lch repetition :of- an everit~ Both hypotheses lack a unique . 
. . freque.ncy represerita:uon process • . !nstead' frequency . estimnt ion relies .. 
· on numeri'cal judgements inferred from the way in which the t,tord ·.is 
.represented i-n memory. 
Hintzman and 'j3lock (1911) · provided ev~dence relevant to the 
two hypotheses,. I~ one experime~t, they ~ave. Ss a list of 50 words to 
study in whi.ch ther~ '!fere two instances of some words. The Ss yer.e 
... . 
inst~u~ted to judge en~h r .ord' s serial position . in the 
give two judgements if tfi'ey t ought it occu ed twice. 
l·ist and to 
The re~ml ts 
. . . 
showed·. that positions be judged i~dependently, 
·. suggesting trace. In 
five minutes apart with 
the Ss could readily 
distributipn of· the "repetitions, 
ould judge· independently the number of times · a word . 
each of the ·t~o lists. This would not be possible if .the 
of repeated presentat~ons were .to increase trace strength. 
,, ... ~.;.~ 
.. . 
-' ' 






' ' .~ ·.• -.' 
', " ~ .. 
.. '1 . 
... 
- . ~ " :/. 
'· ,, .. .. 
' ' . :\ ' ~· . . . ' ' ' -
The results _demand ·some. mechanism · like time-tags of .the., multiple-:tl'l).ce 
hypothesis, for ih; ;;~pilra~ion and discrdmination · ~f J.tidgemen~s · ~i' -the , \ . 
'4 
' . . . 
. two list frequencies. : . . .. 
. "' 
Reichardt' Sl'Bu'ghnessy 'and Zi~erman {1973) . used ~ similar 
. ' 
, . 
. . , . . ·, I 
·two-list task to examine retroactive interference .effects in · frequency 
.. . 1. - · •:. : • • .: \ • • . • • • •• 
Judgement. The Ss !Jlade .frequency juiigements o·r each .list after ' it wa:s 
• • • ' I . 
presenteq. and then did . ~ · rin~l recall test for llst~ freq~encie·s~ 
. ,' . . . "' ' ' 
' · The. resUlts showed ·that reca}.l of list 1 :t:req~encies was . independe~t of 
. ' 
list 2 fre~u~?ci7,s,. ~~. Hint~mah _and ~l.ock (197~) .ha·d· s~own, bu~ . that 
frequency judgements were · riot independ~nt of list ;,.;.-.- ftgain, · 
' • • • • ' ' • • 0 
list 2 
, · 
trace-str.ength hypothesis. ca~ot. account tor the .independence .of- judge.d , 
Trequ~ncies .fqund for list l ' 'whereas•. the multiple-:.trace hypoth.esis can •. 
. ' 
~ ·The relative loss ·ar frequency discrimination in ·list 2, howe~.er, do.es' ,. 
present a problem· which the ·multiple-trace hyp6thesis cann.ot explain~ 
Howhl ( 1973~ , · in a review of the .. ~requ~ncy judgement 
" { 
~i.terature ," discusse_d :tw~ .additional ~ot?eses w~ich migh'-y .. ·account . 
' . ' . . . 
for frequency .judgements. · Both of these allow the possibility .that 
· . situa~io~B.l fr~qu~~cy is ;pec~~~cally repre~s~n~:d in mem<;>rY .. ~~.s~r~~d .'1of . 
. simply being inf'~r,red . from ·the general memory representatJ_on, 't~ .. ~;:Pan -
. \ - :\ ... .f(•)\1 ' .: 
·therefore ·be· classell as an encoded-attribute hyp~thesiS. Of 'J;bes·e two, · 
the· ~\litlerical. infe'rence hypothesis· is the more st.raightforwatd. lt 
-. 
·. · states that· Ss can simply count "the number of' times .an item· occurs in 
a iist and give th~/~.ui-r~nt co~ as _ t~e frequency. J~dgement. ·· A mo~e 
' : ' . ' ' 
genera!- version of t!_lis type .. of. expianation consid~s;~ frequency as 'an~ 
.. ' ' 
attribute of memory set up d'll.ring st.orage of an i'be~ . (Underwood, l969a}'. 
·· ~ 
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According to Underwood·=- an i tern is remembered 41!? a set of a:t~ributes, 
. . ·, . . ' ' . 
.. 




y . readln; ··~~t· ,th~ · value ~ of' tq~ ·:rreque~?Y a.tt.ribute~ ·. ' _ . 
.•. . 
· ·.. . The ~r~enci · ., : could operate through· trace-strength; . mul t"ip.le-
tr~ce 'or .both. Howfi!l}- . (i~7~ ~ecogniz~s ·.this by callin~ the ~re~ueric~ .. ··. : · 
attribute~ mul tipl~process view of. _frequency, \J~ich could incorpor~te' . 
~ .... 
feature~ of both multiple-trace· and trace~strengt'h theories • . : · 
~ . ' .. . 




• , ' • • ' • • • ... 1 ' . ' :. . 
There is s~me evidence fc:tr con.s~der:i,ng ·~requency as an .. encoded · 
. · .attri~ute. which ~s fpru;at~ from 'trac~ str~ngth, as 
. . . PE7rformance. Unde~wood . { 1969b) compared m~ory for 
fndex~d . by,· rec~l-.. 
u 
words . ~hemselves 
with memory 'ror' their 'frequency of occurrence~ 
. . ·o . ·. 
b . 
The Ss ~ere · set for 
. . 
:·iJ . either .:t;"ecali or. · fr~qu~n~y jud~e.me~t .apd did . the two tasks· _successiy~ly. · / . . 
' I .. 
lie found high ~ but'-n_ot complete agreement be~vee.n ·the tvo meas~res. 
Underwbod concluded tpat tlie differences ·i~ memorability between. words 
. - . ... . .. 
processed under the t~o a.irferent. · l~st~~c~ions ·r .efleci;e.d diff~re.~t · 
process~l?,. and th~t trace strertgth and . the i'requency .S.ttri bute vere · 
.. .. · 
not 'the same. 
.... , ~ .. 
Howell ( J.973cl wished 'to comp'ar~ _recall. Md frequency Jl!dgettlent 
\.- . 
. · ~ . . . . . ' . ~ . . . ' . . . . ' . ·. . . . 
more direc:tlY.• • He set groups Qf Ss ·l'or _eit:hcr .one Of the_ other of the 
. · rr · .... , 
two paradigms, had ·:them stu~y~e _s~e word J.i~ts, ·_and -the_n tested them · 
' • /' • • ~ J 
on either a r~_call. . task . or a frequency · judgement task. Ho_w~ll faun~ ·· · 
.\- · 
. 1., 
' . " l th~t . fr'equeric{ was i!~dependent of. s~t ~ but 'tnat free r~call. ~as ~ot. 
'• . ··_. · . .. ' · '~ . . . . •, ' . . . . ·. : . . . . . ·. ' 
He · concluded that. this dif ference !,efl.ected· different· ·.Processes for ~ 
. : ~ ji· ~. 
' tif ~ .. 
. I event frequencies.· ' 
. , 
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. ... . 
I . . • view as 'represented by Underwood's ( 19~9a:) . position; . or· a ~r,i ved- .· ' 
. ;, , . . . . ' . . ' . . . •, . . . 
,. ' 
• , ' 
attribute :view of frequency representation. The· multiple-trace .. 
' 
hyp.ot}le~i's ' s_~ems· ~o fi~· better wi_th t 'h6 ?-atter, wh~~e._S~ yo~d · -
.. . 
. pre~umably have to count". the_ separate · t~aqes at . retrieval. -
. J~c~by (1972) consider~d fre~~e~cy a~ . ~ en~~d~d-attr;ibu~-~ . 
view·· to· be ~~ ·awkw~rd ~i1(h ~u).t;ple-'traee represe~ta~ions .'· ' He 
. . .. 
' . 
presented ·ss with simple . sentenc~s; j;hen- repeated tflem . intact o:r 
. ' ' . 
. . .. . 
. . '~ . 
recombined .words ·from old-sentences to make new senten~es. Tqe ·Ss . made · .. 
• . frequ~ncy j~ent~· of ;o~h word~. and se~~·s." • . . Jacoby's data' ' . ·,; .. , 







;. . - .· . 
..: ' • I •' 
. . ' ' ' . 
· · ·. -~~pp~~-~e-~ ~th~ .. ~ultiple-t.r~ce h~otllesis. ~requenc; ·Judgements of 




·. . . sentences ·were infllfenced only b~ the repetition of:~ta~t · s.ent~~~es, ~ ~ _· 
.. . . 
. , 
and · repetition of :~ords in nev . ~_nte_nces did,.not i~c~e t~e _ ap~~en~ · 
f~~qtiency' .of the old tsenten~e. ..·This·· suggests that s'ent~ncft formed ·. 
. . . . \ . ·- ' ' .. ..... ~ . -\. 
. _·multiple sentence trac·es and words ·formed inulti'ple word traces. When 
. ., 
\ ~ , . . ~ , l , . . . ~ v~ . 
( -.. 
these data are ~onsidered · in terms of. encoded attributes, .there must:· be 
a fre9-uency. ~ttribute for 'each ·discriminabl'e t~~-c~; plus freq\fency 
- ~ 
' -· ~ . 
• 4 • • • ' 
.. 
attributes for the s~s within poss·ible partit~'ons of ~p~tition 
\ . ~ . \ . 
•• \ -4 . 
traces; .. or else,. as in the case of' ~ rioun "repeated in ma.nY ·dlf'ferent · . _( 
I I 
sente.ncef?, the ,freque ncy judgements of the noun would be the same.as 
. •• _· o 
. : those for the···sentences. 
~ . 
Tbis be'cqmes very _aw'kward w~en deal ing with 
{l,evera.l items , · and Jacoby .tfier.efore favore d a derived-attribut~ 
explaltatiori • . 
"· • I , • - ~ 
: Rowe .. &nd Ro'se (1974) .'test ed .instructional and spadng ef.fec'ts 
. . . • ' A. . -
, . , .A 
. in.· frequen_cy judgement~. ll.Ss studied a long ,list of' ·words in w:t:iich items 
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(> • • • • 
were ·presented two, t~.ee--6'r . fi.ve .. times. They .we·re given. either 
• 0 ~ • . ,. , • 
. instruct-ioils! which for~warried the~ of the frequen~y judgement te_st' 
· nonsp~ific instructions ·which did .no't specify .the type of test, or 





l.hg i structions ,·.where .they were ' instructed- t6 rate 
. . . .. .:. .. . .... 
·,Rowe ~nd·_ ~ose f~und 'that J":udged , ·. 
• Q 
words for 
I" . • ' 
of presented freque~cy even ~der 
l.~cldental}.earning·· 'instructio~s, . suggesting· that storage of frequency 
~  • d , 
'information· is not a voluntar~ pro~ess., Le. it may not_ be under the · 
. . 
.. sIs dl.r.ect 'control. To the extent· that encodin,g of frequent'!y ~ 
, . . #- • 
infor-~tion in· Underwood-'s (~'96~a) mod~l is .voluntary, these results 




To .date ~hen, researcn has given us two main hypotheses of 
. . 
f.'requency ·representation in · memory. First·, the trace-strength 
• . II, • " • 
' . 
0 hypoth~sis which entails strengthening of a sihgle trace with each 
.. presentation or· an item, f:lnd secbnd, ~he multiple-tra~e hJt:pot~esis 
where ea~h· i ~em repetition · produces a separate trac~, each trace 
' () ~ ' (> • 
·' ~=· identifiable by ·a time:-tag. · Most of the exp~rimenta1 evidence· seems to 
~ 
· ;•favor. a _ multipie:..trace,. - rat}ler . thin a trace-strength . hypothesis •. The. 
• • ' I • •"\. "' ' • 
0 • n ; 0\ 
evidence does not, clearly- deqi~e .whethe~ frequency sho~ld ~~ . 
', . • . . . 
.. 
,. 
cQflceP.tualized as 8f enc.oded ~r a derived · attribute, althoug~ ·seve_ral 
': ' ';J • • - • ' • • 
iiwestigations have recent~ ·favored the latter hypothesis~ 'The .pl,lrpose 
" . 
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8 
Release from proactiye inhibition 
' I o' ' 
. If frequency . is an· encoded . attribute, -it ' should be. pos.sible to :·· . 
demonstrate its existence.' independent of the fre<!uency. Judg~m~nt test • 
.,. 
.. 
·There are ·::jeveral· techniques for .isolating attributes of. niemory, but . 
. J ' . 
the one .:\ofhich _appears to be most successfUl is the' release from PI · 
... 
· technique as derived by Wickens and his associates ·~ This research is 
. . based' on the l3row-Peterson paradigm' for the stUdy of short.-term 
o p memory (Brown, 1958; Peterso_n & Peterson, 1959). ·Peterson and Peterson 
. . · 
( 1959) showed· Ss a consonant trigram for one s·econd,. followed by a · 
. . -
- thr~e-dig:i.t numb~r. :for dne second (from which. Ss. count~d back~ards · by 
' . , . . 
threes or fours for an i'nterval of 3, 6, 9, 12, ~5 or 1a second~), and 
then gave a cue to recall the trigram. · They found :substantial 
' 
fa; getting after i:hree .•n~x· ~:conds, ' . and by 18 · seconds retention 
was only ·about 10 percent • . 
' . 
• . Keppel and Underwood (1962)~ demonstrated the existence of PI 
in this task, indicated by the fact that, with a constan~ retention 
interval' the level of recall:: declined across . th:J;ee trials 'containing . 
different trigrams~ 
, .. 
Wickens, Born and Allen (1963) suggested that· the 
. . PI effect was specific to ~he. class of material used in the presentation. 
. . . ( . . 
They modif~ed the task so that the retention interval 'was constant, and 
. . ... / 
changed the category 'of material presented after three trials. -When 
the items_were changed from numbers on the first three trials to . 
. . . 
consonants on the fourth! they obtained a "release fro_m PI" on the 
. ' 
fourth trial, where retention went back ·up almost to what it -had been 
. 
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peen attributed to·· a· change in t ,he ·way in which the ' items on. the fourth 
" 
1;-rial ~l>e e·~coded in memory. ~he PI of the first ·tl\~ee trials builds 
· b 
up ·via a _,set of encoded attributes. If one of t~ese . cha~ges (e.g. the 
· cl~ss··_to. which the i tern belongs, as in letters and . numb~rsJ, the PI 
. 
... . ... ',• ... ' . . 
doe~ .n~t affect the new class~ and this is reflected in a release on 
,~, ' 6 • I 
. . ' . . 
·.-that triaL 
.A larg~ number of studies have now been reported using the 
/ release fro.m PI ·procedure as a means of identifying psychologically-
prominent memory attributes. The usual procedu.re is to present . these 
~rind~ composed of items drawn from one class of material, with each 
triad followed by~led retention interval (_usually counting back-
wards by threes) for 20 seconds before the triad i~ recalled • . The class 
of materia:,(s changed ' ~or the· triad present~d on the fourth tri~l, and · 
. the -nnrou.nt of .release ~easured. · Ap idealized example of the type of 
result~ obtained when release is found is given in Figure 1, which . is· 
I . . 
. taken from ~ickens (1972). The experimental group has the class of 
iteJ!lS "shifted" on trial four, while the control group continues to 
receive items of the same class as on 'the first three trials. · A 
standardized m~aure of release is ~o take ,the ~atio of the difference 
between t~e two groups on- trial four to the overall difference between 
trial· one and four for the control grou~ alone, as shown in 'Figure 1. 
· Wickens ( 1970, 1972) has summarized :the data obtained from this 
... 
paradigm. Figure '2 shows the p'ercentage release obtained for shifts 
' . ' . . ( 
of various type~ Although additional ·evidence has· been reported for 
.S· . / 
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· FIG. ·2· PERCENT R~LEASE FROM P-I FOR .VARIOJ]S SHIFTS (WICKENS; ~972) 














I ~ ,, ;'" 
.. 
I . / . 12 
/ 
~ . 
unC:J'ianged. In general; the greatest amount bf relea~.e has peen obtained 
lilith. shifts in semantic categories, and the iea,st release with . ~yntactic 
categories. The · resu.rts for physical categories arid "others'~ are 
inixed: some of these reach criterion ·release of approxiui'titely 20 percent 
' •' 
. '? ' 
needed ·for. significance at the .05 level, whil~ others d<;> not. ' ' \ .-.. 
... . ' . 
The release shown. in Figure 2 for the frequency ca;t,egory was 
,., ·' ... 
obtained by Swansqn and· Wickens (1970) ,,. who · tested · f~~ memory 
I 
orfbanization on the basis of background freC],uency ~- Tlie . Ss were tested . 
with words of high and .low ba~kground frequency, ·both nouns and verbs, 
. drawn from the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) count. An ave;age rekase of 
about 50 perce~t .was obtained when shifts from high 'to lov ·word~ (or 
' from lo,W to high) defined a c],.ass change. Swanson and Wickens concluded 
that the backgrC?und frequency of ·words · is .an enc.~ded' attribute · of. 
memory • . 
.., : T'This experiment uses . release from PI to test the validity of 
. conceptualizing situational·. :frequency as an encode'd . attribute of 
. . f . • I . 
' 
memory. Sets of words, all of which were relatively high in background · 
frequency, were ·given either -high or .low situationSJ. freq_uendes iiJ. the . 
... 
c_ontext of a pres~ntation list. Triads were constritcted f'rom these Q. 
< 
· · ~ words for a series of four trials in the release from PI p~adigni'. If 
. ' 
a signifi'cant release is obtained, we can conclude that situational · 
frequen·cy is also an encoded• attribute. If there is no significant 
~ 
release from PI, it will be more reasonable to think of frequency as 
a derived -attribute . of memory. As a. check that . the ·s,ituational 
. ., 
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· .. ' 
ju(igement te.st'· vas · . ,~ !:· arudnistercd ·:following ·the ·release from P~ .phase o:f · 
• • : ' f • ' ' • ~ • • .. • ' • • • • 
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The procedure co~nsisted of. three phases. In Phase 1, 'the ss· 
stu9,ied· a long list of' visually-pr esent'ed ·words in wh·i~h different 
' . ' . ' 
. · .. 
· i t'ems occurred 1, 2, 4 · or 6 times. ·Phase 2 consisted of f'our trials . on 
• the rel'ease from -.PI task. 
.:..... 
The · Ss were rand~y divided i~to fou,r gr.oups, · 
"" ·, ' 
. . . \ . . 
HH, LH, ·.LL or HL, where the . first, ; letter o( the gro.up .name i!ldicates th.e 
I : , o • ' ' ' • ' : I ~ ' ' ' " .... ' • 
· 'f'r.equen~y of t-he tr_iads · (frequency 6 or :t:requency -1) on ~the first three 
·~ 
trials and the second lette:r denotes the frequency of the fourth _triad. 
~ .flo 
;Finally, in. Phaf:!e 3, t~e · Ss ·received a frequency judgement test· on the 
· ' . . / ' . . .. 
i tems from Phas e · l _which had not oeen ~sed in tqe releas e f'rom PI task. 
Ap:P_!oximately 20 D_linutes. were re~uired ·to complete ·the three ph~ses ·. 
": · 
. 





E~ghty-three four-letter _nouns, excluding homo_nY,Ills and synonyms, . . 
' . . ' • . t, 
were selected from. the ·items wit_h frequencies greater than 10 in .:the 
·· K~cera-Franc.-is ·( 1967) word frequency count (Appendix B, Table 1) •. The 
• • • • • ~ \ . 0 • • 
. : wor.ds we r e randomly as signed to _five frequency conditions, 0, 1 ., 2, 4 
and 6, . such that frequency 0 had 15' words 'and ·a.u the· others ha~ 17 words 
. . 
each. Wc;>rds of :frequencies i, 2, 4 and · 6. wer.e used for~ the ·1i13t 
presentation, th~ r ,elease :from, PI task and the frequency judgement task • 
. . /• 
The words of. frequency .0 :were used· only. in ~he f~equency judgement , task •. 
·,. 
' " ..... ,, 
· . 
~ · 









I .. 15 
:. ·~-
' r •t '\ ' • 
Two lis.ts~~~d B~ "we're construct~~ - from the 68 non-zero frequency · 
words such that words wi:th frequenc'ies 1 .and 2 i;n list A were : assigned · 
. to. frequencies 4 and 6 in list B, ·and .;_,.ice versa. Thus no word occurred 
the same· number of times in both . lis·t·s. 
' ' 
The words vere typed in lovercase IBM Orator type on index· 
cards, one word per card, and photogra~he<i as 35 nmi~ ·slides. 
_.,,. . . · 
Including 
repetitions, this ~ade a total of 22i slides. The slides were order~d 
for p~esentation by sorting those of ea~h frequency ~ondition into six · 
·· piles such tha~ each word appeared no more than once in ·a pile, and all 
.piles had an equal prop~rtion of slides of each frequency.· This 
I · 
provided. for the ·maximum average separation between instances of the 
. . 
. \ 
'· same word. Each pile was then shuffled oseparately before being o~der.ed · 
randomly in. the slide trays for presentation: 
Twelve words _were randomly , sele.cted from ,.rrequency conditions 




in each list (A apd B) for 
' . 
?requency ~ere 'arrang~d -in triads so that there appeared to ~ 
... . ~ 
no SeJllantic, acousti.c or connotative similarity between any of the words. 
•'. 
' . Thi~ ·produced four . triads ~f each frequen~~( for a total of sixteen. · 
Tn~ three words for et;ch t 'est triad were . typed on index cards in IBM 
Orator .type. ~ey were arranged ~erticaliy ~ith · each word being· typed 
. 
. ' 
two · spac·es to the right of· the one above it. The triads were 
photographed as 35 mm. slides for presentation: 
" · . -The release from PI task was arranged separat~ly, but 
id'entically', for lists A and B. Two ·control groups and two· expel'imental -
groups w~re established for each list. ' The e~erimental group~ had 
" 
( : \ ·' 
. r. .. 
l 
·"· ' 
either high -frequency triads (frequencY. 6) or low frequency triads 
(fre~uency 1) on t~e first thre~ trials, t~~ri shifted~ to ' t~iads of the 
-other· frequency on trial It. The appropriate control group for 
16 
exper ime.dt al group HL is one which recei veil low frequent triads on all 
. 
four trials , i.e. LL; ~imila.rly t~e co?t_rol group for g up 'LH is HH 
. . , . 
(e.g. Wickens & Engl.e, 1970). Eight test gr.oups ·vere established in 
I 
this manner: ALL, AHH, BLL. and BHH as .controls, a:nd .AHL, ALH, BHL and 
BLH as the cor-responding' 'exper.imental ·or shift groups. These triads are 
shovn in Appendix ~, Tables 2 and 3. · 
', 
'Procedut'e 
. • 0 ) 
The Ss were tolq ·that they would see a - long lif?t of words in 
. · which some . of the i terns appeared m?r~ than once • . • ';I'Iy;!y were told that1 
they would be tested on this list later and that the nature of the test 
would be explained at th~t time. t~y were instructed to read each word 
to themselves ap it was-presented.· The com~lete instructions are given 
in Appendix A. 
. . ·' 
·~ The Ss were presented~either list A or list B slides at a 2 sec • 
.. 
rate by a Kodak Carousel projector, cont~olled by an automatic timer. 
They were tested in groups of- up to 7 at a.time. All Ss.received the 
.same word order for each li $.t. 
After th~ list presentation, the Ss were given a n~ne-page 
answer booklet f,or .the release from PI task.·· ·The first page of the 
booklet was for the distractor task practice and identification 
' purposes only. Each subsequent page was used for one aspect of t he 
-task , either recordipg the distractor ' task numbers or recalling the 












triad after the distractor task. The Ss turned the page and recorded · . 
the ·portioh of the PI.task required ~hen . told to do so. These 
instructions are inc~uded in(Appendix A. · ' . _ . ... . 
. The Ss were read in~ructi'ons typical of' - ~ Peterson-Peterson 
. 
paradi~ (Appendix A),. and asked if the:r;e :were . ·any questions. They 
·'""-" ~ --. > •· 
' . 
r "\ . . ' I 
were then given u practice•trial · for the -distractor task, which was 
- ... 
/ 
. ' . 
counting backwards by threes. A three~digit number was presented by the 
.slide projector, the Ss wrote it down in the a_nswer booklet, then 
~- . co~inued writing each ; success! ve number in the .. ,.-~o.o~e.t. as they counted .... 
'i · -:!. bac~ards. -The dis tractor task co~timied in this manner for . 2.0 seconds. 
' 
Groups or ' Ss Jere randomly assigned to test cond~ti.o~s LL, HL, .. 
i ~ LV or HH for the word { st. they had 'been shoVO. Half of . the 2~ o s~ 
receiving each list in condition had the first three triad\s in one . 
ord~; and the other'>< had ·them in. onother Order; · However, t~~ · same 
· triads were seen on ea h .trial by the experimental and correspo\ding · 
-~ 'control Ss. _ 
. I the experimental pr shift group ALH had the · 
first three triads ident cal to th.e· contr~f ALL B:O~· the same fourth 
triad as the control 
. 
similarly for group AHL. The second 
or~ering of the test 
,I 
s ~e given in Appen~ix B, Tables 4 and 5. 
Each of· the consisted of the spoken word 
""' I 
"ready", followed . b! a tri d exposed for 2 . seconds, a . number for 2 
seconds, and ·!I-Clll.rk. screen 
screep, Ss were toltl · to "tur 
seconds of the dark interval 
words "stop.writing, teady" 
!-:;} 
.· 
secon~s~ After 20 seconds of the dark 
page and recall". · The remaiping 1() . 
used for recall, at ~hich ti~e the 


























. · instructions wer.e pre-r~c~rd.e~ on tape from .. which the pr~jector was also !• 
:.. 
. · 'on~rolled . via ·a Kodak. l~,und . ~yrichronl..ze;; • 
.' 
wqen the release from PI task was completed, _ Ss ."were .given an 
answer sheet ~or the frequency judgement task.- This was .a list of 35 . 
. . , 
words~ 15 of which· had· not occurred during the presentatiop list i.e. 
frequency o~ · and 20 (five from each frequency ,level) which had not 
• I ' ' •' ' ' I 
· appeared in the PI task triadS'. Tlie words were arranged in random 
.. . 
The Ss _ ~ere instructed to fill in the space opposite each word 
with th~ number of times . they thought the word had occurred -in the 
presentation list. If "they did not r~member se~ing the · word on the '. 
scre_en, they were told to pu.t a· zero in the space. They ¥ere told t~· 
• guess the frequ_enc·y of the words if they coUld not remember and ·to fill 
., - .. y' 




! '• Th~re were. 160. paid Ss, 40 in each of the two experimental 
( LH and HL ). and t:~o 'control ( HH and LL) groups.. Most of the Ss -were 
. ' 
first-year psychology students, but .also included were other students 
a.IJ,d _;un:i versi ty . personnel. hot acquainted with .frequency judgement 
research. o~ the. release from. PI parf!-digm • .. The psychology· students _were 
.. 
selected· from a' human su,ject pool and cq!ltac_ted by phone or' mail. The 
. others were contacted in person by the experimenter. All Ss were told 
· only t hat. they would be ~o~ng a ·visual _ ,memory tas~ before the formal: 
! . 
instructions were given. .:,.: 
The data for six Ss wer~ .replaced by other Ss be~au~e of 
' · . I . 
· failure to f'ollow instructions . .. Four of the Ss recalled the d_ist ractor 
.. ., 





·, . • 
.:·: ... . 






". . . ' \ 
task numbers· instead o:f the wo:i'd triad and .t;io ss, simply ticked the· . ,I 
' ' 
:familiar-words o:f the :frequency judgement task. and le:ft the unfamiliar 
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' ' PI task ·analysis 
. . ~i. 
,, . 
'The basic 'analysis £or the build~up of PI vas a 2 .x 2- x 3 
. .. 
·-r . . ' 
.... . 
.J )· 
anB.l.ysis of variance of· the number of words correctly recalled from ·.· 
·each· t 'riad, :..rith condi:t'i~ms . (~xperim~ijt~l .and"c~ntrdl)~ tr.ia~· · -· .. 
\ \ / . ' . 
frequency (high and lov)' and trials ·(1, 2 and 3). The cond1tions factor 
' . ' . .. . 
··: 
, , . , · • n • • . , ~ , • • ; . • 
refers to shift .condition on trial 4, .i.e. sHift -.or no shift~ arid vas 
• . . :. . ! . . . -
'included as · a dummy factor to check that tpe tva · condi:t-i6ns . showe·d 
I 
equiyalent build-up of PI. The data-for this \analysis are· inc~uded in 
'Appendix _C, Table 1. · 
. I 1. . '. . ' 
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. \ : 
' ... . 
. l' ' I 
_and t'ri~d· frequEmcy, F( 2, 3~2) = ~·~ 66, _ p .:· (. ,01. There Wl}S no· signifi_cant 
·. 
.. . . . ~ . 
effect..;for conditions :F(l,.l56)= 2.44, n(.)r for triad freque~c·y F(l·,_156)=· 2,76:' 
. :: . 
·Also there v~re n9 oth~r· signifi.cant interac·tions; :, The trial,~ · ma~n . 
' . ' ' '. ' 0 . , . 
effect confirnied that there l;as .significant .build.:up of PI a~rosis trial's. · 
. . 
• • It .. 
. ~ . -
· The . interaction b~tween triais arid triad ·frequency (Figure 3.)' is due · to . 
. . . \ . " 
. . a more. rapid build-up . ~f PI, ~or . the low :· fr.eque-~cy ~~a.n ~r the }.li~h :J.'t¥,;~;, -.. : ·. 
.frequency tdads over the first two. triads. Separate' orie-vay an~lys~s 
'. .., ' • . « 
. (.)f variance ,sho\oted· that :the 'amo'!nt·of 'buil~-up of . P.rwa's signif~_cant 
.. . . . ' 
··.ror both high, F(2;237) · =. y.20, and' low, F(2,2.37). = 13.37,- :frequency 
.. 
.. ' 
·"'· '~ . 
~-
·. 
· ... ._._ 
-~ ...... , . 
. • 
. ( '. 
. .' ' 
..· 
. ,·, . 
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• ·: triads .(both. 'p's . . ( .ol·). 
. . ·. . . . .. . 
. .' 
' . 
. - . 
. . 
. . 
rieta~ls· or· t~ef\~ analyses . tire given : in· 
' . . ~ . . 
. . ~·· •" . 
AppenqjK Dr Tables ~-arid 3.· Performance'on·both tri~d type~ was 




. . . . 
. . ~he; data_ for the ·shift trial. ·are . shown . in Appendix ~' Tll.ble ~ ~ :, 
D . 
A s~J?arate. 2 x. 2 · analy~i.s . - ~f · .. vari;nce W'as performed on these data 
.. 
(App~~dix .o,· Table· '4), t'Qe · fa(!tor~ being c_onditions {shift and no s~ift )' 
. . . . 
and t~iad. ~requenc~~ (bigh and low). The 'analysis showed· that the· ~hift 
co~d~tions were signific~tly'highe~. than the two controls; F(l,~56) 
= 5. 95, p. ( .. 91, ·so there was ~elease from.. PI.. ·- The·- effec~ .of.:..triad, 
-- -~ . - . . . . ' . . . . . . 
~req~erfcy' •(h'igh and low·),_ w~s also sign,lficant, F(l,l56) := ·5·9.?", ,. · 
• . . • . - JJ- .• 
p < .'01' reflecting the fact '€hat high frequency. ·triads were rec.alled 
, 
better . than low. However, the interaction between tHe two w~s not · 
. . 
.· significa~t, F(l,l56) = 1~30, showing that .equivalent . releas~ was· 
- . -
obtained both for 'the high-to-lqw and low-tp-high shifts. · Since ·the · 
-· . 
shift 'and no shift conditions were not significantly' di.;fferent, and did' 
not interact_ -with each other _on the build-up trial~,· . the c?rves for the ·· 
· ·. two conditions on trials 1 t?/3 can be· combined. This, has·· be~n done 'i~ 
0 
: Ji'i-@!re 4, which~ also shows the 'over'all amount -of release on the ·.shift 
. ~ . .. ·. . . . 
trial. Using the Wickens (1972) .method of calculation, the percentage 
ll. . 
release was 54. 5 percent'. / . 
Dis.tr;ctor task analysis · 
•: 
The number of · 'subtractions per trial fo:r;" the distractor task was 
~ 
~~lysed by a. 4 x 4 analysts of ·variance (Appendix D, Table ·5), w~th 
' .· .
., 
groups (~, H,L, LH ·and HH) and t,rials,as factor-s. The means ~re show .. 
. ' 
.~ 
- ·. .· 
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in Figure · 5. . . ~ The group effe'ct was not: significant, F(3,156)= 0.87, 
but the number · of subtractions changed significantly atross tri'als, 
F(3,468) =· 41.38, p. · ( .01. There was no significant interaction 
between-groups and trials, F(9,468) .= 0.87. 
These data serve two purposes. The between-group effect was 
not significant ~nd" performance on the distractor task . shows no relation 
. . ~--=-------~all performance (Appendix C, Table 1-), -thus the difference 
' ~ . . . 
obtained be~ondit.ions in recall. 'on trial 4· cannot · be account~d for 
in terms of differen~n-es~ o:f'_the distractor task. Second, 
. . 
./ ' . . i l/') 
since there is an overall decrease and· levelling off of distract-or ' 
perf~rmance over the first three trials, with a slight increase on 
t~ial 4, the pattern ~f build-up and release from PI shown in Figure 4 
·eannot be easily attributed ~o artifacts associated with processing 
.during the retention interval. 
A further analysis ~as carried out on the data for the first 
three trials only. This analysis parallele~that for the recall ' data 
{Appendix D, Table 1) and ·was. intended as an additional: check that the 
differences obtained in recall were not attributabl·e to differential 
1.\ 
· performance on tne distractor task. This was confirmed, as· only the 
' effec~ of trials was significant, F(2,3i2) = l'T.83, p ( .001. · '_feither ........ . 
triad frequency on :the first- three trials -nor frequency on the shift 
trial ha~ any ~ffect (see Appendix D, Table 6). 
The drop .in the distractor·task performance for trial 2 ma~ be 
due to sev~ral f actors . The l i mite d amount of practice in counting 
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st~bilize perfor~ance; it ,could-· ~e· due to some initial confusion as ·a 
. • c . ' 
result of combining recall an~ the distractqr task· on trial . l, at which 
the Ss.had no practice before the first .trial; or it could have been a 
combinatipn of the two. ~he experimenter informally observed that some 
co~fused on the second. tr~al and turned the answer booklet 
•· ,. 
instead of forw~rds.for the distractor task, then tur~ed 
' . 
to the correct page; but lost time 'in. doins ~o. . bther Ss appeared to 
hesit:ate before beginnin&_ the dis.tractor ta!,>k on trial 2, as though they' 
· were .trying to remember what to' do . next. Tbis confusion would give them 
less time in which to do the· subtractions • . 
I . 
Frequency judgement task 
The frequency . judgements (Figure. 6) were analysed separately 
in a 4 x 4 analysis of variance with group~ (LL, HL, LH 'and lill) and 
·situational frequency {1, 2, 4 & 6) as factors (Appendix D, Table 7). 
0 ' ' ~ 
~his analysis prod~ced a significant ~ffect for frequency only, 
F(3,468) = 258.30, p <. ~001 • . There were no differences between 
groups, F(3,156) =. 0.36, and no sigf!ificant interaction. between groups 
l 
These results confirm that the Ss in 
all four conditions retained · information about the situational 
frequencies of the words in the presentatio_n list. The curves are · 
. \ ' 
typical of those obtained in fr~quency judgement research. The 
' . ' . 
functions are monotoniGally increasing, with words. of frequency ~ being 
overestimated and those of frequ~ncies 5 and 6 underestimated (cf. Begg, 
.• 
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The results of· the frequency judgement· task _phowed. that Ss' 
' . ' 
· judg~~en~s of situational frequency were sensitive to changes . in 
.presented frequency. T~ey agree with ~evious studies in that ss~ 
\ ' / 
tended to overestimate low frequencies ·and ~derestimate high 
frequencies, but yet kept an accurate view of the overall av~rage 
. . ,. . . ' 
. . . . 
( Be~g, 197 4). . The release 'from PI results showed . a significS:nt 
. . · .r· 
di:t:ference in performance between t{le e)tper~me~tal and control groups 
on t~e . shift trial, with the . overall release being equal to .54.5 percent. 
These data indid'ate. that frequency is an encoded·, rather than a derived, 
:" 
· attribute of memory.· 




< . . -
~he ~elease from PI task ~ A case can be ·made for viewing frequency as an . involuntari~y '' . ,. encoded feature of words. demonstrated .that· • 
. . 
: '1 ~ .. . . "' ' 
'Ss we~e able to utiliz~ fr~ncy infQrmati~n from the presented word. 
~Opriately when knowledge of ~requency or occurrence ·of the 
·words was not explicitly required. This suggests that processing of. 
- I 
frequency inform~tio~ may be auto~ati~. There: is independent evidence . 
....... . :•· 
. -·. ' 
that encoding as indexed by the release from PI task is in· f~ct 
involtlntary. For example, Mcintyre and· Duffy (1974) using a' re~ease 
from PI pa.I:'adi~, sho:w_ed J:hat Ss ~ho ~ere aware .of the _release 
~., . .. . ' 
"))· . . 
dimension or a~are of the release itself, had no more release -than Ss 













who were unaware of either dimensi-on. All three groups sliowed 
significantly more relea~e than a control group. 
A similar conclusion. can be drawn from expe~iments in the 
frequency Jud~ment literature·. Rowe and Rose (1974) and Rowe (~974)" 
found that Sr who ~recessed i.nformati~n f~om word lists· un~er incidental. 
<instructions did significantly better on a frequency -judgement t 'est · tha~ 
. )\ 
_those who wer.e given specific or non specific instructions. These 
results are .also supported by Howell ( 1973c), who set Ss for either a 
frequency judgement or free recall task and found that frequency · 
. . ' . 
information was available _ to Ss r~gardless of set~· but recall informatio~ 
I 
was not. I:t · appears that frequency information can be processed 
. ' / . ~~j.nvoJ.untarily. ------ ~ ­previously.,. the-trace-s'trengUlirid multiple-. ~ ·· ·As pointed out 




mem~ry_ representation from which 'frequency is derived ·when· required. 
T.hes~ <7anno:t account for an e11:coded view of frequency without · some 
modifications. A viable alternative approach might be to combine some 
features of both th~se hypotheses into a mttl tiple-process model 
· .(Howell, l973b). The following mOdel. is a suggestion of one -way in 
whiph the_· two conceptualizations ·might -be combined~ The basic premise 
is that a word consists of a collection of semantic attributes in 
memory which form a memory node (Ande:F-So'n & Bower, 1.972; Underwood, 
. 1969a; 'wickens, l972)~ The effect or a repetition is to enl.arge the 
node by a constant amount. Thus, with repeated presentations, there is 





and each clearly distingu~shable from all \he others. The size of the 
'I 
no,de increases as .a negatively accelerating function of the number o:f 
repetitions, i.e.··, whil~ the amount added by each repet.ition remn~ 
.constant_, 'the ·~ncr/in actual *si~e o:f th~ node decre~ses proportion-
a.~ely to ~~r _ ~f re~etitions. · The end product_ of a series of 
rep~~s of _a single word can be conceptualized metaphorically as· ·a 
I I 
• .-;~per-node" consisting -of multiple concentric circles. The S can 
judg·e the presented frequency of a word.- by judging ·the size of the node. 
. . 
Mi.l.ltiple ·occurrences of the same word are kept separate, however, by the· 
independent conc~dric circles. 
This mode)_ thus incorporates both trace-strength and multi~le-
.trace ideas ·in its construction. Repetitiq)1 of a word serves to 
strengthen or in~rease the size of one memory· nod-e by layers rather than 
by ·forming new 'nodes, but the separate . layers are assumed to be easily 
differentiated (Hintzman & _Block, 1971). 
.. 
~ 
Frequency judgeme~ts ~an be 
estimated from the size of the node rather than by counting separate 
nodes. 
The model can handle at least two pieces of evidence which 
.. ~ 
present dif:ficulties f~r a. multiple-:-trace hypothesis. First, the 
underestimation and overestimation of frequency in frequency judgeinen~ 
·tasks · should not happen if Ss were counting increm~nts or tim~ tags. 
On the other hand~ if Ss are simply judging the .size of the node, the · . 
progressively thinner'layers can lead ·to this kind of consistent e~ror. 
Judgements o:f frequency shoufd regr_ess toward the a~er~ge situational 

















the model . can accoWlt for the los-s of\r~uenc~.' discr.imi~ation in 1;he 
second of two successive. li~ts · follo"!ed by a frequency judgement task' 
t :..~ ~ 1 
,(Reichardt, Shaughn-essy & Zimmerman, 1973). W_ith the thinner 'layers 
for the niost~'ently presented i terns and th'ick layers for the first 
~~ ... · 
iteins.,-.• this becomes understandable. l:lere the Ss are forced to keep · 
the various repetition..s of an item separate, and to make "within node" 
Judgements.. The thick layers representing · frequency of occurrence in , 
31 
list 1 ':1-~e more defiriit; in their boundaries · a~d location:, allowing for 
more accurate" retention of ·.rrequency il!formation • while the thinner 
. , · ln.yers· ~ ~prepentJ._ng list 2 a~e easie_r to·canfu'se· and misread. 
. . this thesis has ac-complished three. things • 
.. 
Fir.s.t, it · has I?r duced some vital information for the e~coded versus ·. 
deri~ emory conflict regarding frequency ·of occurrence. 
~e.~ond; it has provided- ·a ·i tional data .supporting the idea that 
/· . 
. f~equencj inf~rmation _is .Proce ed 'involunt~ily. And third, it has · 
.combined the existing,- of frequency· representation 
· into a workable model. 
' 
I , 
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You are going to . see a number of .:..ord.s p~esented on ~.he screen_,_;._ 
· ~n·J · ~t a~ time. Some .of the .words will appeare_ more ·t)'riih o~ce. Bead.· 
. . . . .. ,;' . 
. 
each· word ~o ··yourself,. as it is· presented. After you have seen all the · 
words, there will be a memory test which will be desc.ribed · later~· For 
· , 
now, just s~udy each _word :as you see it. 
'. ' 
- ·- ·_ ! 
' ' 
·. (LIST PRESENTA~WN) 
,. -· . ,. ' "' 
Now you are ' going- to see some of the . same ~~rds ' in groups. of 
threes. Each . group of t ·hree words :will be _followed· by a tbfee-digit -· 
n~ber. I want you to count backward~, by threes,' from this nUmber 
until .YOU are told ' to' turn the page and. recall.' For example, if yo'u see 
· the number 100, you wri.te down -l~io .'first, t'h~n 97; then 94, 91, . 88, 85 
etc·. Please work as, quickly as you can as you will be. scored on· th~ · 
.. 0 
~umber of ·correct subtract~on.~-· you . can complete :'in 20 · sec. . .If you miss 
..... 
the numbe:r, gues_s at what it· was and continue. 






. . ' 
told to turn the page and ·recall the three words. 
lO .·sec . for re'call, · SO .you·have to work quic~ly. 
.,., . 
. quest~ons'l ,_ 
·' 
• 0 ' 
0 ' 
' . 
I , . ' 
· ' . .. I. . ;-- o'l 
'\ 
' ' ' h~v:e _ You.will 
Are there any 
·. 
? . . ·~ •. 
.. -~~-. ~- · · 




n .. . 
only. 
0 
I , •, -
.. .. . . 
' ' 
-. ' 
,• ..... ·. . . .~ ~~-
·" 




























• o Q ' .. ' • I.) I o • ' .: ' ~ ' • (_. o I 
Here is . a practic8-'tri{l.l foz• -co:qn~ir'fg bacl{Wards. A number will 
• I • ' ' • ' • • ' • • 
\'1 ' • 
appe~ on the · sd'reen. I wa.Ut you, to write it in the space· provided on 
. ' . .. . ~ . . .. \ . 
V h • ~ • • ' t I • ' • • ~\ •' ,., • • 
:the first' page of your answer booklet, then start . counting backwards by 
0 
• 111 • : ·' /· ;' ... . 
threes, . recording each number: on .the pf!.ge ~s ~ou -co wit. . 
• . i. .. . .: !'' ~ 
""' ... , I , 
., 
.~\ • 4 • " •. \ ~ •' , 
. ·(PRACTICE ~~AL) 
• •' \.: ~ < • 
--..... ., . 










.. () ' .... 
·Are .-there any~ questfon"s?. 
.-· •• ~ ·· ••• • ~ ••• -.~0• .,..,.. N9~ you wi.ll see 
·::· ··: .• . 
. ' 
the word· triads, 'do the ·-.c6unting task, ''and tqen try to ·r~calli~.· the 
.. . .. . . 
' ' ' ~ I "" f' 
words. wp.en you hear ' t .he ~W-ords ~,;stqp writing'\ · do .~o. because the n.ext. 
' 
. . v " o \ 
set.of . items will ~ollow· immediately. o 


















I I> ; {' 
. . · Here is ·: a 'us:t\jf .vo'rd~, some· _:or wh~ch were presented on .the 
r scr~en and some ~f which~ were:;ot. · I want you to go through · ~he words 








c ·. ' ~ . 
screen • . :rr ~you ao not' remember' seeing the wo_rd ' at all~ put a zero in 
: .' ; (I • • , ~ 0 3 
... , .. 
. t he .space provid.ed. 
I. . . 
Otherwi se, p~t any number yo~ think represents . 
\ · 
·. ~he n~ber of tim~s the worA ·occurred. Please fill 'in all the spaces ~· 
Do not leave any out • . . You may .go through the vords at your. own rate, 
but work as quickly as Y?U can. 
Are there 'any ques~~ons?' 
, · 
... 







. ·.· .. 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE 1 
WORDS AND SITUATIONAL FREQUENCIES fOR LIST A AND LIST B. 
FREQUENCIES · 
LIST A 0 1 2 4 6 
~ • •.. r 
LIST B 0 4 6 1 2 
• I LIFE PARK · GIRL · GOLD BOYS 
" TAL~ CLUB · CITY TOWN MAJD 
' · WALL RACE ' 'TEXT : CAKE . · CAPE 
' FIRM BANK · WAGE LIME DISH 
. .. 
.. . 
ROSE FEET . .PLAN · ·'llLE DICE 
-··' 
BOOK YEAR LAND LAMP SILK , 
' ' .. 
ROAD · ..... HEAD . . ~ · SEA 'II HERD SNAP 
' • 
.._ 
' . : 




LIST · CAM!' . MEAT. · BOWL ' . BULL 
!i 
SALE L . . . TEST,. JURY·· FOAM ·coiN ...,4 
\ 
WISH ROOM SEED .· TIRE BMK 
.. 
HAIR AREA ·coAT DI ET . WOOL 
WINE WIFE DIRT · MAI L DRUM 
: 
., !' 
LADY WEEK MYTH . MEAL TANK 
.. 
.. TONE WORD . BA~H . GRIN NEST 
FACE STEM. CANE MILL · 
/ 














- APPENDIX B ' . ' 
'. \ · TABLE 2 
'\.' l,' . 
LIST.A TEST. TRIADS FOR THE FIRST 10 SUBJECTS IN· EACH GROUP~ 
IN ORDER OF PRESENTATION 
' · "GRO~S 
TRIALS · . LL " ·HL - HH . LH . 
0 YEAR WOOL 
I WOOL' · l .· . YEAR 
' •, 
¢:. 
'' : . •1 SHOW BARK BARK SHOW 0 
. . 
H~ DRUM DRUM HEAD 
'· .) 
: ... . 
RACE. TANK TANK 
··' 
RACE • 
2 BANK NEST c.\ NEST BANK -------~ w-- ' 
~ · .. 




. AREA · SILK SI;LK . AREA 
'f 
" 3 ', FEET BITE BITE FEET 
JURY TALE r TALE· 'JURY 
. ) 
WORD WORD BOYS ·: BOYS 
-
. 
4· . FACE· FACE CAPE CAPE 
. . 
. l ~ ... 
.. 





. · . . 
• I 
. \ 4o 
•. . ":· 
. ,.,... . 
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" .· APPENDIX B · 
TABLE 3 
.. 
. . ; . 
' . LIST B TEST TRIADS FOR THE FIRST, 10 SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP·~ . 
IN ORDER OF PRESENTATION 
GROUPS 
TRIALS LL . HL HH LH 
_.--- ~fli' MAIL. STEM . STEM -
1 
-- · . !nEBT . 




BELT GRIN · 
-
--:-
• • 0 
\ 
TIRE COAT COAT TIRE 
' . 2. CANE ·SEED SEED CANE 
,.. 
. 




.TILE LAIW LAND TILE 
. 
. . 
' 3 LAMP SEAT :· SEAT LAMP 
' -'!"' 




HERD HERD .... TEXT TEXT .. 
·.~ 4 0 COOK • ·cooK WAGE WAGE 
.. ' . 







• ' o 
I 
/. 





. TADLE 4 
LIST A TEST TRIADS F(m THE SECOND 10 ·sUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP, 
IU ORDER OF PRESENTATION 
GROUPS 
' . 




. SILK SILK RACE 
1 BANK . BITE . 
. 
. .lHTE BANK 
. ' I CITY TALE . .. TALE .. 





YEAR ·wooL WOOL . · YEAR 
2 : SHOW ~------~ BARK . BARK SHOW 
.. 





-woRD BOYS BOYS WORD 
· 3 FACE .CAPE · CAPE FACE 
ROCK DISH DISH 
.·_·:_ROCK .. ' , ~ 
___,----, 
AREA TANK · 
' 4 FEET . NEST NEST 
· . . . . • . -~URY · JURY . . MILL' MILL 
~-~ ~----~------------------~-------------------------









, . L~ST· B TEST T;,IADS FOR THE. SECOND 10 SUBJECTS 
IN ORDER OF PRESENTATION 
/"' GROUPS 
• 
TRIALS LL. HL HH 
HERD TEXT . ·-~- TEXT 
~ . 
IN EACH GROuP, 
LH 
HERD 
. --~··.~~- 1 COOK WAGE WAGE COOK <> · -...::., . 
FOAM PLAN PLAN FOAM· 
J 
. 'TILE ·· .. ""LAND LAND .TILE 
' , 
LAMP SEAT SEAT LAMP. 
t 
CAKE - ,• GIRL GIRL 
--STEM-------cs~TffiEM~--- MA;I:L . 
DEBT TOWN . TOWN DEBT 
GRIN BELT BELT · GRIN . 
TIRE . TIRE .COAT COAT 
4 CANE SEED 
DIET. DIET 
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APPENDIX . C 
. ' 
TABLE 1 . . 
MEAN RECALL ON THE PI TASK . AS ' A FUNCTION OF CONDITIONS AND TRIALS 
CO~DITIONS . ' 1 
EXPERIMENTAL ( LH) 
2.68. 
CONTROL · {LL) 2;70 
EXPERIMENT~L (BOTH) 2.67 
CONTROL (BOTH) . 2 • 64 . 
.,.. 
, 
. . . 
... .... 
. : ~ 
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1 r~.' : '' 
0 ~-
·' 
SUMMAR.Y OF ANALY FIRST THREE (BUILD-UP) TRIALS 
OF THE PI SK AS A FUN_CTION OF TRIALS, CONDITIONS (EXPERIMENTAL, 
: . 
: CONTROL) .AND TRIAD FREQUENCY (HIGH, LOW) 
SOURCE df MS · F 
Between Subjects 
J 
.Conditions (A) ' 1 2.13 2.44 
Frequency (B) 1 0 2.41 ~.76 
AxB . 1 0~53 0.61 ' • 




Within Subjects . 0' 
' 0 
Trials (C) .2 13·. 50 22.33 *** 
"' 
·A X c 2 0.59 0.98 
B X c 2 2.82 4.66 ** . ... 
'. 
A x· B x C "2 ' 0.10 0~31 
o.6o )I . C X Ss witi:in groups 312 
***· p < ·.001 ' .. 
** 
,p < .01 ~ 
, , , , I 
• 0 Y . .. 
"' 
•" 
' . >- " -~ 
'" . '. 
' · ' ~ 
.. : " 
. ... 








. TABLE 2 
· SUMMARY OF ONE.:.WAY ANALYSIS OF· .Y-!\RI~CE FOR J"'RST 'THREE 
(BUILD-UP) .TRIALS . FOR HIGH FREQUENCY WOR~ TRIADS 
SOURC ~ df MS F 
Trials (A) 2 
A x Ss within groups 237 
TABLE 3 
.. , 
_SUMMARY OF ONE-WAY ANALYSIS . OF VARIANCE FOR· FIRST THREE 
(BUILD-UP) .TRIALS FOR LOW. FREQUENCY .. WORD TRIADS 
•' . 
~ 
.SOURCE df MS · p 
. _il? 
45 
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.. APPENDIX D 
t . . 
,, ;,._ ·' 
· TABLE 4 
,) 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS .OF VARIANCE FOR TRIAL 4 (SHIFT TRIAL) AS . A 
FUNQTION OF CO~ITI~NS (SHIFT, NO SHIFT)· 
·~ . 
•• 
. AND TR'IAD . FREQUENCY . (liiGH' LOW) 
SOURCE . df. MS F ' 
1 ~ 5.63 .Conditions (A) 
:Frequency . (B) 1 5.63 ·. 5.96 ** 




'** ·p < .. 01 
. ·' . . 
. . 
• .· ,0 
. . . 
-
-. 
.. ~ . . . 
. . .. . . 
. ? 
·. 
. · ' 
. \., , 
.. 
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b · . . . 
SliMMARY OF. ANALYSIS OF VMIAN~E FO~ EACH FREQU~Y GROUP .. (HH, ~H, 
' .. LL, wt/) AS A FUNCTION OF TRIALS FOR · THE. in.STRACTOR TASK 
SOURCE 
Betlo!:een _Sub'Jec~s r· .. · 
Groups_· (fo) . 
Ss within groups 









B ~ S~ within groups· · . 4t?8 
•: 
' **'*. ·. < . p .• 001 
' . 
. \ 














., ~-... ·. ~-
.• 
. . . 
F 
. . . : 0.87 . 
• :tor , · 
· . 
4i.~8. ' *** 
0.87 
. . ·· 










0 .. • . • 
. ~ . 
. ' ·' 
' ' . 
' , I • 
. . . . 
. ' . 
. ·' 
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"· 
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. · .. 
. APP~NDIX D· · '. . 
. I 
.• 
. TABLE 6 ,.· . 
.{ \ ·' 
. ·t. 
, I 0 I 
•• • 1 
·: I 







""' . ~ . 
\ 0 
. .. 
. • . 
... . 
' • . ' •• . • '• ' • .. ' t • • 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 0~ VARIANCE· FoR THE DISTRA'CrrOR TASK AS A FUNCTION 
I 
.OF BU'rLD-UP TRIAL FREQt.J..ENCY. (HIGH, LOW), SHIFT. TRIAL FREQUENCY 
. . 0 • • 
'· 
·. (HIGH, LOW) ANn TRIALS. (1, 2, 3) 
I • \ 
.. 
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. · .. 
Buiid-up F'req~ency (A), 1 . 
Shift . Frequ~ncy (B) 1 
'AxB 1 
..  
· · Ss ~i thin groups . l56 
.• 
MS 
p 3.33 . 
' ... _,. 
19.04 : 
F. . 






. ! . 






. . . 
- Within S~bjects 
Trial~- (C) .2 171.13 
' . ~ A X .C · 2 "2.03 
. . 
. ,f 
B X c . 2 9.85 
A .. X B X C 2 · 6.84· 
• 
. ,c x Ss 'within groups 
-312 9.60 
\ · 
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. ; APPENDIX D I 
.. ·.. ~ 
. . Q • 
.. . 
TAstE f · .. .. 
... . 
. , ., 
I '. · .. ... . 
~ .· \ . : ... . . ''... .',. ~ ' " ~ : . . ' . ' . . ' ' ( . ' . ·. . . 
SUMMARY OF ANALY.SIS · OF VARIANCE FOR THE FREQUENCY JUDGEMENT TASK· · 
• • ' • .• f • • •• 0 . : . ' · .... ' . • • • • • . .. • • • • ' • ' - • • • ' 




Bet~een ~Subjects .• 
() Groups (A) ' 
··.: . . 
. ·. 
Ss ·· within group~ 
. . . w'i thin. Subj,ects 





:B x Ss within groups 
--:----.:.--..:..._ . 
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